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down and "Turn 'em loose." As a result, they were throwing those Indians in
'

going and coming. It was almost impossible there for a while to drive through

\>ne of.'these towns—an Indian to drive through—without being stopped to. show
*
his driver's license. And if they catch you without a driver's license, it's
thirty-eight sixty ($38.60)--that's what it costs—the fine if they catch you
'

•
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driving without a license.
(You know'those Apaches I,camped with at Canton—they were stopped at Geary and
asked for their driver's license.)
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Bob: It don'-b make any difference. If they've got a driver's license, there's v
nothing you can do but let them go on.' All right, here's one example. There
was a boy named Leland Friday. He grew up in Watonga. On Sunday about noon
after I came home from church last fall—let's see, when is Memorial Day--It
was lasb spring. It was on Sunday that week-end of Memorial Day,. I had a telephone call from Hiawatha, Kansas. That's right up in the northeast corner of
Kansas, near the Nebraska line. From an undertaker. And he wanted to know if I
would go to town and pay a boy's fine that I didn't even know. I said, "You

&

mean you want me to go uptown and--I don't even know you." He said, "I'll send
you the money to-morr9w." I said, "That's crazy. I don't know you and you ask
me to go up there and pay a fine for a boy I don't even know." Well, he said,
• "TI4s boy is a•photographer on the daily paper there in Hiawatha." And the editor
r

called the chief of police here in Geary and asked him to release him, and then
he'd send him the, money, and he wouldn't do it—he had to have the money first—
and "we'd like to have the boy here, but it's gonna take time if you've got to
•mail,the money down there, and the Editor thought maybe that he'd go to the
undertaker and he'd call the undertaker here and maybe the fraternity of the two
J undertakers—one would honor the other—but this undertaker wouldn't do anything
about it and he referred him to me—gave him my name. And then he called me and
r

I said, "That sure is unusual to ask. a guy to go up—how do I know I'll get my
'money? I don't even know you. I don't know even if you're an undertaker or not?"

